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Once an all-human endeavor based mainly upon 
changes in barometric pressure, current weather 
conditions, and sky condition, weather forecasting 
now relies on computer-based models that considers  
atmospheric factors. Human input is still required to 
select the best possible forecast model to base the fore-
cast upon, which involves pattern recognition skills, 
teleconnections, knowledge of model performance, 
and knowledge of model biases. The ever-changing
nature of the atmosphere, the great computational
power required to solve the equations that describe 
the atmosphere, error involved in measuring the ini-
tial conditions, and an incomplete understanding of 
atmospheric processes mean that forecasts become 
less accurate as the difference in current time and the 
time for which the forecast is being made increases.

I have ............ a useful experience from doing that 
job for years. 

1) guaranteed 2) guessed
3) guided 4) gained
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gather /'gATE(r)/ v.

I went to several libraries to 
gather information about the plans. 

o.yaghoubifard@gmail.com

Feaarr holds you prisoner. Hopee sets youu free.
Hope springs eternnal.
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intend /In'tend/ v.
( ) ( )

I didn't intend Mary to see the painting 
until it was nished.

.
84 85 88 90 90 91 91 93 3000

84

gravity /'grAvIti/ n.

 -2  ( ) -1

Newton's law of 
gravity

87 88 89
86

essential /I'senSl/ adj., n.

 -2  -1
Even in small companies, computers are an 

essential tool.
. [ ]

88 89 93 504 3000

description /dI'skrIpSn/ n.
She has given the police a very detailed 

description of the robber.
.

85 87 90 90 3000

UNIT

01
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LEVEL 1

discovery /dI'skúvEri/ n.
Researchers in this eld have made some impor-

tant new discoveries.
.

84 85 86 89 89 90 90 3000

instance /'InstEns/ n.
In most instances, there will be no need for 

further action.
.

What would you do, for instance, if you found a 
bag full of money?

85 86 88 89 90 90 92 3000

 -1 :  2
instance

 -2 !  89

!

prison /'prIzn/ n.
Helen was sent to 

prison for injuring a 
man with a knife.

.( )
84 84 85 90 3000
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state /steIt/ n., v.

 -4  -3  -2  -1
The facts are clearly stated in the report.

.
When we bought the house, it was in a terrible state. 

.
89 90 91 92 93 93 93 3000

84 84 85 86 86 87 88 88

leader /'li:dE(r)/ n.
Some people are leaders, and some people are 

followers.
. [ ]

84 88 88 89 91 3000

hill /hIl/ n.
The house is built on the side of a hill 

overlooking the river.
.

84 85 86 91 3000

literature /'lItrEtSE(r)/ n. -2 -1
He has read many of the important works of 

literature. .
84 85 85 86 90 91 3000

satisfied /'sAtIsfaId/ adj.
If you're not completely satis ed, you can get 

your money back.
.

84 84 85 86 93 3000
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LEVEL 1

species /'spi:Si:z/ n. ( )
Over a hundred species of insect are found in this 

area. .
84 89 91 93 3000

enormous /I'nØ:(r)mEs/ adj.
They live in an enormous house.

.
86 90 90 92 504 3000

independent /IndI'pendEnt/ adj.

 [ ]
It was important to me to be nancially

independent of my parents.
.

84 84 88 89 92 3000

point out /pØInt aUt/ v.
He pointed out the dangers of driving alone.

.
89 89 90 90 92 93

85 88 88 89

serve /s¨:(r)v/ v.

 [ ] -2  -1

She has served on the committee for 
the last 15 years.

.  15 
84 85 87 87 91 3000
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serve  .
. 85  87 

necessarily /'nesEserIli/ adv.

The fact that something is cheap doesn't 
necessarily mean it's of low quality.

.
89 90 90 91 93 93 3000

play /pleI/ n.

 -2  -1
"Did you see the play on 

Thursday?" "No, I went on 
Wednesday night."
» « »

«.
85 85 85 87 90 3000

85

product  /'prå:dúkt/ n.

The company's newest product is selling well.
.

86 88 90 92 92 93 93 3000
85
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LEVEL 1

vary /'veEri/ v.
 -2  -1

The heights of these plants vary from 8 cm 
to 20 cm.
.  20  8 

89 90 90 91 92 92 3000
88 88 89 89

theory /'†IEri/ n.
According to the 

theory of relativity, noth-
ing can travel faster than 
light.

.
90 91 504  3000

84 86 88

exception /Ik'sepSn/ n.
Most of the buildings in the town are modern, 

but the church is an exception. 

.
85 87 90 91 3000

decade /'dekeId/ n.
In the decade 1870-1880 the population 

increased 30%. 
. 30  1870 – 1880 

85 85 504 3000

UNIT

02
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escape /I'skeIp/ v., n. -2 -1
He escaped from 

prison* in October. The 
police are still looking 
for him.

 .
.

85 88 89 93 3000

freedom /'fri:dEm/ n.
At university, you have more freedom to do what 

you want.
.

84 88 90 90 92 3000

free  .
. freedom 92

thought  /†å:t/ n.
 -2  -1

Ask me again tomorrow. I'll 
have to give it some thought.

 .
.

86 88 90 91 3000
84

nature /'neItSEr/ n.
All these materials are found in nature.

.
84 86 89 91 93 3000
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LEVEL 1

local /'lEUkl/ adj.
Many local shops will be forced to close if the 

new supermarket is built.

.
84 87 87 88 90 92 93 3000

location /lEU'keISEn/ n.
A map showing the location of the hotel will be 

sent to you.
.

85 90 92 92 3000

 !  . location 85 
.  4 locate

hunt /húnt/ v.
 ... 

These birds have been 
hunted almost to extinction.

. [ ]
88 90 90 92 3000

88

obvious /'å:bviEs/ adj.
I know you don't like her but try not to make it 

so obvious.

.
89 90 92 504 3000
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 « »  « »  !
!

article /'å:(r)tIkl/ n. -2 -1
There was an interesting article on the climate in 

the newspaper yesterday. 
.

The articles found in the car helped the police to 
nd the killer.

.
 3  !

 .  « » article
 .

92  .
92  « » article

!
85 86 89 90 92 3000

age /eIdZ/ n., v. -2 -1
We are living in the age of technology.

.
85 87 88 88 90 90 91 3000

conduct /kEn'dúkt/ v., n.

 -3  -2  -1
The experiments were conducted by scientists in 

New York.
.

84 89 89 92 3000
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LEVEL 1

carry out /'keri aUt/ v.
The hospital is carrying out tests to nd out 

what's wrong with her.
.

84 88 89 89

decoration /dekE'reISn/ n.
He's very good at home decoration.

.
85 85 88 88 92 3000

employee /Im'plØIi:/ n.
The number of employees in the company has 

increased over the past decade*.
.

85 90 92 504 3000

market /'må:(r)kIt/ n.
They have increased their share of the market by 

10%.
. 10
84 89 92 92 93 3000

fully /'fUli/ adv.
I fully accept that what he says is true.

.
90 91 91 92 92 3000
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civil /'sIvl/ adj.

 -1
 [ ] -2

His manner was civil, though not 
particularly friendly.

.
90 3000

civil war /'sIvl wØ:(r)/ n.
The Spanish Civil War lasted from 1936 to 

1939.
.  1939  1936 

87 92

civilized /'sIvIlaIzd/ adj.

 -2  -1
Such things should not happen in a civilized 

society.
.

90

exchange /Iks'tSeIndZ/ v., n.

 -2  -1

They were given food and 
shelter* in exchange for work.

.
92 3000

UNIT

27
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LEVEL 2

numerous /'nu:mErEs/ adj.

The two leaders* have worked together on 
numerous occasions.

.
504 3000

tremendous /trI'mendEs/ adj.

This plan can save us a tremendous amount of 
money.

.
88 3000

apologize /E'på:lEdZaIz/ (BrE also -ise) v.

We apologize for the mistake and 
promise that it won't happen again.

.
504 3000

adjust /E'dZúst/ v.

It took a few seconds for her eyes to adjust to the 
darkness*.

.
91 91 3000

-ise) v.

nd
.

3000
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emerge /i'm¨:(r)dZ/ v.

The cat emerged from its hiding 
place behind the wall.

.
92 504 3000

exhibit /Ig'zIbIt/ v., n.

 -2  -1
Her paintings have been exhibited all over the 

world.
.

87 504 3000

annual /'AnjuEl/ adj.

We had more snow this year than the average 
annual amount.

.
91 504 3000

victim /'vIktIm/ n.
The new drug might help save 

the lives of cancer* victims.

.
92 3000
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LEVEL 2

delicate /'delIkEt/ adj.
The eye is one of the most delicate organs of the 

body.
.

92 3000

lonely /'lEUnli/ adj.

As I didn't speak the language 
I grew lonelier and lonelier. 

 [ ]
.

88 93 3000

cute /kju:t/ adj.

He's got a really cute 
little cat.

.
3000

bury /'beri/ v.
 [ ]

His father is buried in the cemetery on the hill*.
.

89 92 3000
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resign /rI'zaIn/ v.
( ) ( )

He resigned from his job as 
principal* of the school.

.
504 3000

minister /'mInIstE(r)/ n.
The Minister of  Education made a statement this 

morning.
.

84 3000

authority /E'†Ø:rIti/ n.
Nothing will be done because no one in authority 

takes the matter seriously.

.
90 504 3000

trick /trIk/ n., v.

 -2  -1
...  -3

She knew she'd been 
tricked, but it was too late. 

.
90 3000
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PREFIXES & SUFFIXES

MeaningKey WordMeaningPrefix

antibioticanti-

defamede-

disagree
dis-*

enlarge ... en-, em-

forecastfore-

 [ ]intakein-, im-

impossiblein-, im-, 
il-, ir-*

interactinter-

midnightmid-

 ... misunderstandmis-

 [ ]non-alcoholicnon-

overcoatover-

pre xpre-

reviewre-*

 ( )semi nalsemi-

submarinesub-

Most Common Prefixes
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 ( )
A

abandon 34
abnormal 25
abolish 60
abroad 04
absence 11
absolutely 04
absorb 26
abuse 35
academic 19
accent 19
accommodation  
35
accompany 31
accountant 30
accurate 05
accuse 41
achieve 08
acknowledge 58
acquire 38
actor 17
actress 17
addiction 13
additional 13
address 41
adequate 32
adjust 27
administration 30
admission 30
admit 31
adolescent 56
adopt 14
advance 04
advantage 05
adventure 06
advertisement 06
adviser 14
affair  45
affect  04
afford  05
afterwards 14
age 02

agent 39
ahead 16
aim 16
aircraft 38
alarm 43
alike 19
allowance 54
alongside 34
alter 31
amaze 21
ambition 48
ambulance 10
analyse 07
and so forth 57
angel 35
anger 04
angle 35
anniversary 39
announce 12
annual 27
anticipate 31
antique 48
anxiety 10
apologize 27
apparent 43
application 09
apply 09
appoint 14
appreciate 39
approach 39
approve (of) 33
approximately  
30
archaeology 55
architect 16
argue  25
arithmetic 32
armed 50
arrange 03
arrest 43
article 02
artist 08
ash 55

assemble 41
assess 28
assist 26
associate 14
association 14
assume 07
assure 58
attack 03
attempt 05
attend 05
attitude 40
attribute 41
author 04
authority 27
automatic 19
awaken 26
awful 51
axis 17

B
back up 48
background 13
bacteria 16
bad-tempered 58
barrier 49
bath 12
battle 04
bay 53
BC (US B.C.) 18
beach 30
beforehand 53
behalf 46
believable 23
beneath 17
benefit 05
betray 56
billion 15
biography 06
biological 17
bite 43
bitter 50
blame 18
block 32

blood pressure  15
board 50
book 38
border 30
bound 50
brave 10
break away 56
breed 47
 brilliant  03
broad 18
brush 47
bubble 50
budget 52
bury 27
button 17

C
cable 33
calculate 15
calendar 17
camp 03
cancer 10
candidate 58
candle 34
candy 35
capable (of) 35
captain 17
captive 41
capture 29
career 28
carry out 02
cash 44
cast 40
castle 26
casual 32
catch up 35
category 18
cease 32
cell phone 15
ceremony 25
certificate 29
chain 50
challenge 36
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